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Dante

Training Technical Support Sales Support

•    Online certification training.

•    Regional certification trainings.

•    Trade show trainings.

•    Private webinars.

•    Archived master-classes.

•    Support@Symetrix.co

•    Design review.

•    Average repair time: 1-2 days.

•    3 year warranty.

•    Sales@Symetrix.co

•    Immediate PO confirmation.

•    Most orders ship within 4 hours.

•    Best inside sales team in the

      business.

  1. Dante Virtual Soundcard ensures seamless integration  
        with Skype, Microsoft Lync and many other conferencing     
        solutions.

  2. Stream music into any venue for complete media integration.

  3. Easily create multi-track audio recordings with Dante Virtual  
        Soundcard.

  4. Use Dante Virtual Soundcard to record meetings in court    
         rooms, government buildings, and anywhere audio recordings  
         are needed.  

  5. Accelerate commissioning and troubleshooting by listening
        to Dante audio directly on your computer speakers or   
        headphones while onsite. 

  6. Deliver streaming content from your PC to your venue  
        directly with Dante Virtual Soundcard.

  7. Manage sound effects playing in media venues such as  
        theaters and live performances.

  8. Send test tones to a SymNet system during commissioning   
        to “ring out a room”. 

  9. Use a PC’s microphone to create live pages in your  
        venue.

10. Ensure flawless audio playback for digital signage.

Top 10 Reasons to use Dante On Top 10 reasons to use a Dante Virtual Soundcard

  1. Dante makes it easy to link multiple SymNet devices
        together to build large distributed systems, each 
        transmitting up to 64x64 channels on the network.

  2. Dante creates seamless integration of SymNet hardware  
        with 3rd party Dante enabled products such as mixing
        consoles, amplifiers, audio inputs and outputs, and more      
        from over 100 different manufacturers.

  3. Dante integrates management and system monitoring     
        into a single network allowing for faster problem
        discovery, troubleshooting and resolution.

  4. In retrofit applications, Dante makes it possible to transmit  
        hundreds of audio channels through existing conduits   
        across a single CAT6 cable.

  5. Dante ensures easy setup of redundant audio networks  
        providing maximum reliability for always-on applications.

  6. Dante is compatible with off-the-shelf network switches  
        alleviating any need for special network hardware.

   7. SymNet products equipped with Dante, ensure future
        flexibility for applications and equipment additions.

  8. Dual Dante ports allow connection without the use of a  
        network switch.

   9. Dante automatically discovers devices on the network  
        allowing seamless send and receive communication
        between devices.

 10. Dante provides a low-latency solution to send and receive
         up to 512 channels of uncompressed, full- bandwidth   
         audio between devices over a standard gigabit network   
         infrastructure.


